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Mrs. McDonald’s PowerPoint Project Rubric

CATEGORY Excellent - A Good  - B Satisfactory - C Needs Improvement - F

Content Each slide fulfills its function

without telling the reader “this is

the problem, this is the solution,”

etc. I have no questions.

Each slide fulfills its

function. The template was

followed. I have a few

questions.

Most slides fulfill their

function. The template was

followed most of the time. I

have many questions.

Many slides do not fulfill

their function. The template

seems to have been

ignored.

Connection

between Images

and Words

Each graphic enhances the written

message

Each graphic matches the

written message

Many graphics match the

written message, but some

leave me wondering

The graphics do not match

the written message.

Attractiveness Makes excellent use of font, color,

graphics, effects, etc. to enhance

the presentation.

Makes good use of font,

color, graphics, effects, etc.

to enhance to presentation.

Makes use of font, color,

graphics, effects, etc. but

occasionally these detract

from the presentation content.

Font, color, graphics,

effects often distract from

the presentation content.

Blanks in template have

been filled in.

Originality Product shows a large amount of

original thought. Ideas are

creative and inventive.

Product shows some

original thought. Work

shows new ideas and

insights.

Uses other people's ideas

(giving them credit), but there

is little evidence of original

thinking.

Uses other people's ideas,

but does not give them

credit.

Conventions There are no errors in the final

draft.

There is one error in the

final draft.

There are 2-3 errors in the

final draft.

The final draft has more

than 3 errors.

Credits Page Source information collected for

all graphics, facts and quotes.

Websites are named and locations

are hyperlinked.

Source information

collected for all graphics,

facts and quotes. Websites

are named or locations are

hyperlinked.

Source information collected

for most graphics, facts and

quotes. Websites are named or

locations are hyperlinked for

most.

Very little or no source

information was collected.

Oral

Presentation

Adds information, interest to

presentation

Adds information or interest

to the presentation

Works Reads from PowerPoint,

adds nothing


